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Abstract 
The present work reports the kinetic modeling of self-hydrolysis of non-buffered, non-stabilized NaBH4 
solutions by model-based isoconversional method. The overall kinetics is described by a „reaction-order‟ 
model in a practical operating window of 1020 wt% NaBH4 solutions at 2580 
0
C and 050% 
conversions. The apparent activation energy and pre-exponential factor are interrelated through a kinetic 
compensation effect (KCE). The apparent reaction order remains constant at a given temperature 
irrespective of extent of conversion and decreases with increase in temperature. It decreases from first-
order to 0.26 with increase in temperature from 25 to 80 
0
C. The apparent activation energy is found to 
increase from 65  11 to 162  2 kJ mol
-1
 with increase in extent of conversion from 0 to 50%. The 
variation of parameters with extent of conversion is discussed based on changes in solution properties 
during the progress of hydrolysis reaction. 
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1. Introduction 
Sodium borohydride (NaBH4) undergoes self-hydrolysis in the presence of water while generating 
hydrogen according to [13]:
 
(1)heat    (g)H4s)or  (aq O.xHNaBO(l) Ox)H(2 (s)NaBH 22224   
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where x is the excess hydration factor [2].  
The overall conversion of this reaction at room temperature is 7-8% [4-5], making it inappropriate for a 
practical H2 generator. Certain metal catalysts accelerate the reactant conversion and metal-catalyzed 
hydrolysis is being accepted as a potential technology for delivering H2 to portable fuel cells [69]. While 
the conversion of NaBH4 is accelerated by metal-catalyzed hydrolysis, self-hydrolysis still occurs to some 
extent at low temperatures and becomes significant at elevated temperatures. This needs to be arrested for 
increasing the shelf-life of the reactant solution [1014].  
There are also unresolved issues such as the minimization of the amount of water and the nature of 
hydration of metaborate by-products which limit the net or usable hydrogen storage capacities [2]. An 
alternative method, steam or water-vapor hydrolysis can enhance the net hydrogen storage capacities 
without catalyst, if operating conditions are optimized [1517]. Self-hydrolysis of concentrated NaBH4 
solutions at high temperature is one of the important steps in the steam or water-vapor hydrolysis reaction 
pathway. Therefore, the knowledge of the self-hydrolysis kinetics of concentrated NaBH4 solutions at 
high temperature is important for liquid-phase catalytic hydrolysis (handling and storage of borohydride 
solutions) and developing steam or water-vapor hydrolysis technology. 
The rate dependence of pH and mechanistic details of self-hydrolysis were extensively studied in 1960s 
and 1970s [18]. These studies were in controlled buffer solutions (7.714 pH) and reported various 
models based on pH range. These models were established under highly diluted solutions of NaBH4 (< 
0.4 wt%) at low to medium temperatures (1535 
0
C) and for low percentages (< 5%) of NaBH4 
conversion. These conditions are not suitable for practical applications. Also, aqueous NaBH4 solutions 
become more basic during self-hydrolysis and cannot be described by the rate expressions in buffered 
solutions, which maintain constant pH during the progress of reaction [18]. 
Self-hydrolysis kinetics of non-buffered, non-stabilized NaBH4 solution were reported in the 2000s by 
various authors [14, 1920, 22]. Moon et al. [14] investigated experimentally the effects of NaBH4 
concentration (525 wt%) and temperature (2545 
0
C) of the hydrolysis reaction on the hydrogen 
generation rate and yield. Their results imply the occurrence of different hydrolysis kinetics for diluted 
and concentrated solutions, which is thought to be attributed to the reduction in water activity as a result 
of increasing solution viscosity.  
Gonçalves et al. [19] developed a five-step mechanistic model for fairly concentrated solution (10 wt%) 
at 45 
0
C. The same authors, in another study [20] extended it to 65 
0
C with the addition of a modified 
version of the Davis et al. [21] empirical correlation.  Even though these studies showed a reasonably 
good agreement in the case of generated H2 volume, there is a mismatch between experimental and model 
predicted pH values, particularly during the initial stage of the hydrolysis reaction, where the increase in 
pH is quite rapid and crucial in terms of H2 production. This points to the additional computation based 
on modified model.  
Andrieux et al. [22] studied the self-hydrolysis kinetics of 2.318.9 wt% solutions at temperatures of 
3080 
0
C. The kinetic parameters were estimated as a function of extent of conversion assuming constant 
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reaction order with temperature. Apparent activation energy of 98 ± 10 kJ mol
-1 
and a zero-order in 
NaBH4 concentration was found for 20 and 40% conversions. However, the R
2
 values obtained for order 
of reaction are 0.66 and 0.61, implying a low quality fit and hence to uncertainty in the reported zero-
order reaction rate. A more detailed analysis based on extent of conversion by relaxing the assumption of 
constant reaction order with temperature is required to gain additional insights into the mechanism. 
Recently, two models were reported for self-hydrolysis kinetics of stabilized NaBH4 solutions with 
particular focus on storage applications. The first model by Churikov et al. [23] for highly stabilized 
(1214.0 pH) diluted to medium concentrated NaBH4 solutions (0.57 wt%) at medium to high 
temperatures (50100 
0
C) comprises two parts depending on pH range. One part represents the high pH 
range where the hydrolysis rate is independent of pH, and the other part represents the reduced pH range 
where the hydrolysis rate increases with decrease in pH. This model exhibits some limitations, namely, 
the first-order in borohydride is not consistent over the whole time range, and the reaction order exceeds 
unity (1.79) in hydrogen ion concentration. The second model derived from extensive experimental 
kinetic data (stabilized 0.525 wt% NaBH4, 7.713.0 pH, 2575 
0
C) by Bartkus et al. [24] consists of two 
semi-global rate equations. The first reaction describes the rate of consumption of NaBH4. The second 
reaction, which is the major contribution of this study, describes the rate of depletion of hydrogen ion. 
This complex model depends on extent of conversion and initial borohydride concentration could well 
describe the hydrolysis kinetics only at higher solution pH values. 
From this literature survey, it is clear that there is no reported model so far to describe the NaBH4 self-
hydrolysis kinetics in a wide practical operating window. Development of a model that can describe the 
self-hydrolysis kinetics of non-buffered, non-stabilized solutions in a wide practical operating window 
(1020 wt% NaBH4, 2580 
0
C, 050% conversions) is the objective of the present work. Isoconversional 
methods are often used to describe complex heterogeneous kinetics, particularly for solid-state reactions 
[2527]. This isoconversional method does not require a detailed reaction mechanism and computes 
apparent activation energy as a function of the extent of conversion and has been shown to produce 
consistent kinetic results from isothermal and non-isothermal experiments. However, the isoconversional 
method assumes a single (but unspecified) reaction mechanism that is invariant during the progress of 
reaction and not affected by the change in temperature. Based on the extensive prior work, it is likely that 
the mechanism of NaBH4 self-hydrolysis changes during the progress of reaction and also with 
temperature [18]. In the present work, we employ a model-based isoconversional method that has the 
potential to capture the change in reaction mechanism during the progress of reaction as well as with 
change in temperature or temperature regime.   
2. Modeling 
Isoconversional model 
The kinetics of complex heterogeneous processes that are stimulated by change in temperature (T), is 







                                                     
(2)
 
                                                         
 
The single-step kinetic approximation assumes the function   as a product of two separable functions 
independent of each other as [29]: 
)()(α),( ap α fTkT 
                                   
(3) 
where t  is the time, )(ap Tk  the apparent rate constant depends on T, and )(α f  the conversion function 
representing the process mechanism. While assuming single-step kinetics (eq 3), a complex set of kinetic 
equations describing the multi-step process is treated as a single-step kinetic equation and the rate 
constant obtained is thus an apparent constant [3032]. 
The isoconversional method by single-step kinetic approximation is then obtained by combining eqs 2 








                                           
(4) 
Equation 4 implicitly assumes that the conversion function )(α f  holds throughout the reaction process 
and the mechanism of the process is solely a function of conversion and independent of any temperature 
or temperature regime [2829]. The reaction rate at constant extent of conversion is thus only a function 
of temperature and allows the estimation of the apparent activation energy as a function of α .  
There is a high possibility that, )(α f  the function representing the mechanism of the process does not 
hold neither throughout the hydrolysis reaction, nor with changes in temperature during the complex 
NaBH4 self-hydrolysis process. The present work attempts to address this issue by employing a model-
based isoconversional method, which has the potential to capture the change in mechanism of the process 
throughout the process as well as with temperature or temperature regime. 
The NaBH4 hydrolysis process exhibits its maximum rate at the beginning of the reaction, which 
decreases continuously with the extent of conversion [14, 22]. The most appropriate form of )(α f for 
such decelerating type process is the „reaction-order model‟ and is assumed to be of the form [27]: 
mα- αf )  1()(                                             (5) 
where m is the apparent reaction order.    
The rate expression for model-based isoconversional method assuming single-step kinetic approximation 
is obtained by combining eqs 4 and 5:   




                            
(6)  
where 
0C  is the initial reactant concentration. 
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 is the apparent activation energy,
apA
 the apparent pre-exponential or frequency factor, and R  
the gas constant.  
The activation energy and pre-exponential factor are generally assumed to be constant with the extent of 
conversion. However, they can vary for both elementary and complex reactions [25-27]. The change in 
the apparent activation energy )( apE
with α  is described by [3334]: 
α)ln(1 εε 10ap E                                (8) 
The dependence of apparent activation energy on apparent pre-exponential factor is computed by the 
following kinetic compensation effect (KCE) relationship [3538]:  
ap
**





0ε  and 1ε  are constants. Equation 9 implies that any change in the apparent activation 
energy
apE




3. Parameter estimation solver  
The estimation of the five parameters ( ,α* ,β* ,ε0 1ε and m) is performed by the parameter estimation 
tool of gPROMS software (PSE Enterprise, London, UK). The MXLKHD solver based on maximum 
likelihood approach is used, where the global optimum is found by applying a sequential quadratic 
programming (SQP) method. The MXLKHD solver calls the DASOLV solver for the solution of the 
kinetic model comprising the differential algebraic equations. A constant variance model, i.e. the 
measurement error with constant standard deviation is determined as part of optimization. Besides rapid 
estimation of the parameters, the powerful numerical method provided by gPROMS allows rigorous 
statistical testing of the estimated parameters for uncertainty in the values and the model validation of 
how good the model responds to the system.  
4. Experimental  
The experimental kinetic data used in the present study are those reported by Yu and Matthews [39]. The 
evolution of metaborate formation and NaBH4 consumption were characterized in-situ by 
11
B nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) technique for non-buffered, non-stabilized NaBH4 solutions. The experiments 
were carried out on 1.6 mL 1020 wt% solutions at 2580 
0
C. The details of experimental runs, in terms 
of duration of the experiments and conversion at the end of the experiments are given in Table 1.  
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As seen in Table 1, the final conversion increases with operating temperature and decreases with initial 
NaBH4 concentration. This is in agreement with Moon et al. [14] for the hydrolysis of non-buffered, non-
stabilized NaBH4 solutions of 520 wt% at low to medium temperatures (2545 
0
C). These authors 
determined conversion by measuring hydrogen evolution from a jacketed batch reactor with 100 g 
solution. The quantitative comparison of conversions of Moon et al. [14] with Yu and Matthews [39] is 
only possible at 25 
0
C (the only temperature covered by both studies), at which temperature there is a 
reasonable agreement. The favorable comparison of the kinetic data despite the use of different types of 
experiments supports the reliability of values of the estimated parameters in the present work.   
5. Results and discussion  
5.1. Parameter estimation  
The objective was to estimate the parameters for a reasonable level of conversion and investigate the 
effect of extent of conversion on the estimated parameters. The approach involved the estimation of ,α*   
,β* ,ε0 1ε and m at various temperatures for a pre-defined conversion using different initial NaBH4 
concentrations. This demands experimental conversions above the pre-defined conversions at each 
temperature on different initial concentrations of NaBH4. As seen in Table 1, 20 wt% NaBH4 solutions at 
25 
0
C gives 24% conversion, implying maximum possible conversion for parameter estimation using 10, 
15 and 20 wt % solutions at 25 
0
C is 24%. Therefore, as a first step, the conversion is fixed at 20% and 
parameters were estimated at 25, 60 and 80 
0
C using 10, 15 and 20 wt% solutions. The parameter 
estimation is then extended to 50% conversion at 60 and 80 
0
C, as these temperatures could provide 
conversion greater than 50% for 10, 15 and 20 wt % solutions.  
Figures 14 illustrates the estimated parameters as a function of temperature for 20% and 50% 
conversions. These values are with an interval at 95% confidence level. As seen in Figures 14, the 
confidence intervals are very close and/or overlap, implying reliable consistency of the estimated 





, 0.3360.007 mol kJ
-1
, 69.867.72 kJ mol
-1 
and -139.1218.07 kJ mol
-1 
respectively, over the range 
2580 
0
C and 1020 wt% solutions. Since there is no other study reported on NaBH4 self-hydrolysis 
kinetics based on the present approach, the comparison of the estimated values is not possible. 
The estimated values of the apparent reaction order (m) as a function of temperature with an interval at 
95% confidence level is illustrated in Figure 5 for 20 and 50% conversions. As seen, the apparent reaction 
order remains constant with extent of conversion at a particular temperature, while it decreases with 
temperature, irrespective of extent of conversion. The plausible explanation and/or interpretation for this 
observed effect is given in detail in the next section.  
The comparison of experimental performance with model predicted performance using estimated 
parameters (Table 2) is carried out for all the experimental runs. The performance comparison at 60 
0
C 
for 20% and 50% conversion is illustrated in Figures 67. Similar trends are observed in all other cases 
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investigated. The good agreement between experimental performance and model predicted performance 
demonstrates that the estimated parameters can be used to satisfactorily correlate (or reproduce) the 
experimental kinetic data from which these parameters have been estimated. The rigorous statistical 
analysis of the estimated parameters (not given) using gPROMS showed that the values of the parameters 
estimated are statistically significant. The subsequent discussion delves further into possible physico-
chemical interpretation of the estimated parameters. 
5.2. Interpretation on the change in apparent reaction order with temperature  
The apparent reaction order does not vary with extent of conversion at a particular temperature.  
However, it varies with temperature over the 050 % conversion range investigated (Figure 5). The order 
decreased from first-order to 0.26 with increase in temperature from 25 to 80 
0
C. The studies in highly 
diluted buffered NaBH4 solutions (< 0.4 wt %, pH: 7.714) at low to medium temperatures (1535 
0
C) 
and lower (< 5%) conversions reported first-order kinetics in NaBH4 [18]. This is supported recently by 
Bartkus et al. [24], in a wide range of more concentrated solutions at medium temperature (0.525 wt% 
NaBH4, 50 
0
C), which are non-buffered. However, the model was established in highly-base stabilized 
solutions so that pH remained approximately constant throughout the duration of the reaction. This is 
similar to pH controlled buffer solutions and may not hold true in the case of solutions where there is a 
significant change in solution pH during the progress of reaction.   
Gonçalves et al. [20] obtained an order of 1.8 in NaBH4 concentration over non-buffered, non-stabilized 
fairly concentrated solutions (10 wt%) at 45 
0
C. The value higher than unity reported in this study 
requires further analysis. Andreiux et al. [22] found a zero-order in NaBH4 over 2.318.9 wt% solutions 
for 20 and 40 % conversions. This is the only study reported so far with respect to extent of conversion on 
NaBH4 hydrolysis. The observed constant reaction order with extent of conversion is in good agreement 
with the present study. However, the estimation of reaction order is limited to one high temperature of 80 
0
C. There is also an uncertainty in the reported zero-order kinetics due to the poor R
2
 values (0.66 and 
0.61) as mentioned in section 1. These makes comparison difficult in terms of the value obtained and 
change in reaction order with temperature in the present study. 
Churikov et al. [23] showed a first-order dependence in NaBH4 concentration with their model applied to 
the experimental data of Andreiux et al. [22] on 18.9 wt% solution at 30 
0
C and approximately 25% 
conversions. This is in good agreement with the present study, where it was obtained first-order 
dependence in NaBH4 concentration, in 1020 wt% solutions at 25 
0
C and 020% conversions. The 
authors [23] also found that the first-order kinetics in NaBH4 does not hold true in all their studied cases 
(0.57.2 wt% solution, 50100 
0
C). The deviation from first-order kinetics might be due to the change in 
reaction temperature as observed in the present study. The experimental kinetic data used in the present 
study [39], as well as those reported by other authors [14, 22] on concentrated solutions at elevated 
temperatures, shows a deviation from first-order kinetics with increase in temperature. It is also worth 
noting that a variation in reactor order with temperature has been reported for complex epoxy-anhydride 
cure kinetics [40] and for oil shale pyrolysis [41]. 
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In order to obtain an overall (or apparent) rate expression for the kinetics, the rates of chemical reactions 
must consider diffusion of reactants, intermediates, products and by-products [42]. The rates of diffusion 
of these species will depend on the physical state and viscosity of the solution through which they are 
diffusing and a change in these conditions will drastically affect the reaction kinetics [42]. The NaBH4 
self-hydrolysis as given by eq 1 is the complex reaction of solid NaBH4 with liquid water, producing 
gaseous hydrogen and metaborate by-products, whose state (aqueous or solid) depends on the solution 
concentration. It is also well understood that the solution viscosity increases during the progress of self-
hydrolysis reaction due to the formation of highly basic metaborate by-products. Most recently, Zhang et 
al. [43] observed a 2707% increase in solution viscosity at the completion of reaction at 25 
0
C using 20 
wt% solution. This significant increase in solution viscosity can cause decrease in the rates of diffusion of 
species and might become the rate controlling step. This results in a decreased reaction rate during the 
progress of the reaction, i.e. with increase in reactant conversion. 
The observed change in apparent reaction order during the progress of reaction might be explained as 
follows. The temperature has a significant effect on solution viscosity, which can be described in terms of 
Arrhenius-type relationships [4446]. 









                  (16) 
where   is the viscosity, 0  the pre-exponential factor and afE , the activation energy of flow. This 
implies that an increase in temperature decreases the solution viscosity. Viscosity is an indication of the 
solution resistance to flow and its reduction at high temperature enhances the interaction between reactant 
molecules. This in turn lessens the relative contribution of the effect of the concentration on the reaction 
rate. The observed deviation in the present study from first-order kinetics at low temperatures to 
fractional-order kinetics at higher temperatures can therefore be attributed to the decrease in solution 
viscosity.  
5.3. Interpretation on the change in activation energy with NaBH4 conversion  
The activation energy and the pre-exponential factor, originally developed in homogeneous reaction 
kinetics, generally identify the energy barrier to the bond redistribution process during the transformation 
of well defined reactant(s) to identifiable product(s) for the rate determining step in a single reaction. The 
values therefore, must be constant and be characteristic of that particular chemical step or process 
[2527]. Constant activation energy has been reported by various authors for the self-hydrolysis of 
NaBH4 in highly diluted solutions (< 0.4 wt%) at low temperatures (1535 
0
C) and for few initial 
percentages of NaBH4 converted (< 5 wt%) [18]. This is justifiable since there will not be any significant 
change in solution properties under these conditions.  
Andrieux et al. [22] reported constant activation energy of 98 ± 10 kJ mol
-1 
on non-stabilized, non-
buffered, concentrated solution (18.9 wt%) at high temperatures (3080 
0
C). Very similar value for 
activation energy is reported by Churikov et al. [23]
 
on highly stabilized medium concentrated solutions 
(1214.0 pH, 0.57 wt%) at high temperatures (50100 
0
C). These models have limitation in terms of 
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constant reaction order approximation which leads to uncertainty in the reported values of the order of 
reaction, which in turn reflect in the estimated value of the activation energy. The dependence of 
activation energy )( apE
with α  computed by eq 8 using the estimated values of ,ε0 and 1ε  is shown in 
Figure 8. As seen, there is a variation in activation energy with NaBH4 conversion, i.e. it increases from 
65 ± 11 to 162 ± 2 kJ mol
-1
, with an increase in conversion from 0 to 50 %.   
The change in activation energy with extent of conversion has been recognized for heterogeneous 
thermally stimulated reactions [2527]. The variation in activation could be either an artifact resulting 
from numerical instability of the computational method, or a real variation that results from: (1) 
heterogeneous nature of the reaction that could cause changes in reaction kinetics during product 
formation, the physical state and structure of reactants and products, or other similar effects; (2) using a 
single-step kinetic assumption for a complex process involving multiple steps, each having unique 
activation energy; and (3) kinetic complexities resulting from heat and/or mass transfer at reaction 
interface, as well as from physical processes that have different activation energies, such as diffusion of a 
gaseous product, adsorption-desorption and sublimation, which have different activation energies. The 
variation of activation energy from all these effects gives an effective or apparent activation energy that 
varies with the extent of conversion. Hence the variation in activation energy could not be interpreted in 
terms of a free energy barrier [2526, 3132, 47]. However, the values of the apparent activation 
parameters (i.e. apparent activation energy and pre-exponential factor) enable one to model the process 
without an in-depth insight into its mechanism. 
The error due to numerical instability occurs mainly in the differential method, where rates are computed 
from conversion-time curves. The present work employs a powerful numerical method, which may be 
expected to make negligible any possible error due to numerical instability. The recent study on NaBH4 
self-hydrolysis [22] on the characterization of hydrolysis intermediates shows that at conversions < 22%, 
it is the direct reaction   (OH)BHBH 34  that occurs preferentially, and that at conversions  22 % the 
reaction is controlled by the formation of 4B(OH) . Therefore, isoconversional methods assuming a 
single-step kinetic approximation may have some effect for the variation in activation energy. As 
discussed in the above section, NaBH4 self-hydrolysis is a reaction between solid and liquid reactants 
producing gaseous hydrogen product and highly basic metaborate by-products, whose state (aqueous or 
solid) depends on the solution concentration. This causes a systematic change in solution properties in 
terms of pH and viscosity [18, 43] and might have a significant effect on the observed variation in 
activation energy with the extent of conversion. 
The study on the influence of soluble solids content on viscosity by various authors [4446] showed that 
the activation energy of flow )( afE  might increase or decrease depending on the type of soluble solids 
content. This effect can be described by the following expressions [4446]: 
      η 11
b
C              (17) 




iη  and ib are constants and C  is the concentration of the soluble solid content. Hence one may 
assume that the activation energy of flow increases with an increase in the extent of conversion due to rise 
in metaborate by-product formation, which in turn increases the activation energy of the self-hydrolysis 
reaction. 
It is worth noting the influence of extent of conversion and initial NaBH4 concentration on the rate of 
hydrolysis reaction in the model recently established by Bartkus et al. [24]. This is in line with the 
observation in the present study. Gawdzik et al. [48] attempted to include the impact of increase in 
viscosity in the kinetic model for the formation of linear living polymer and the model prediction is found 
to be nearer to the measurements. Incorporation of the change in solution viscosity in the present model 
would confirm its effect on self-hydrolysis kinetics. This would also expect to decouple the effect of 
change in solution viscosity resulted in the form of variation in activation energy, which in turn leads to 
constant value for activation energy. 
A basic pH has been generally considered as the cause for reduced reaction rate and has been employed in 
prior kinetic studies [18, 20, 2324]. A systematic analysis of the pH evolution from concentrated 
solutions at higher temperatures is carried out in the present study and found that it is not possible to 
explain the self-hydrolysis kinetics based on the observed changes in solution pH. On the other hand, it is 
possible to explain on the observed change in solution viscosity and is discussed below. 
5.4. Interpretation on the change in pH on NaBH4 self-hydrolysis kinetics  
The prior kinetic studies in highly diluted (< 0.4 wt%) buffered (pH: 7.710.1) solutions, at low to 
medium temperature (1535 
0
C) and lower conversions (< 5 wt%) showed a first-order dependence in 
hydrogen ion concentration [18]. Gonçalves et al. [20] reported an order of 1.2 on hydrogen ion 
concentration for non-buffered, non-stabilized, medium concentrated solutions (10 wt%) at medium to 
high temperatures (4565 
0
C) for NaBH4 self-hydrolysis. However, as mentioned in section 1, there is a 
mismatch between experimental and model predicted pH values, particularly during initial stage of the 
reaction, where the increase in pH is quite rapid and crucial in terms of H2 production. Churikov et al. 
[23] observed an order of 1.8 for hydrogen ion concentration on highly diluted to medium concentrated 
(0.57 wt%) solutions, at medium to high temperatures (50100 
0
C) which are highly base-stabilized 
(pH: 1214). This is not in agreement with the earlier reported studies which demonstrated a decrease in 
apparent reaction order in hydrogen ion (to about 0.4) at higher values (1214) of pH [18]. The recently 
established rate expression for hydrogen ion depletion by Bartkus et al. [24] is empirical in nature and 
does not allow, therefore gaining further theoretical insight on the influence of pH on the self-hydrolysis 
kinetics. Also, this model could not well predict the reaction at low values of solution pH. Thus, all these 
studies in spite of confirming the inhibition of self-hydrolysis reaction by basic pH, could not describe the 
influence of pH in a wide practical operating window.  
With an objective of gaining more insight into the effect of pH on NaBH4 self-hydrolysis kinetic 
mechanisms, the pH evolution during the course of reaction of 1020 wt% solutions (non-buffered, non-
stabilized), at 60 and 80 
0
C was systematically investigated. As far as the authors know, this is the first 
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study reporting pH evolution of NaBH4 self-hydrolysis on concentrated solutions at higher temperatures. 
The effect of pH on initial NaBH4 concentration is illustrated in Figure 9 (a-b). As seen, there is an 
increase in pH during the progress of hydrolysis reaction for all the studied NaBH4 solutions irrespective 
of temperature, which is in agreement with the reported  results [1920, 22] for highly diluted to medium 
concentrated solutions at low to medium temperatures. It is important to note that, irrespective of 
temperature, higher values of pH are obtained for the lower initial NaBH4 concentrations, i.e. 10 wt% 
solution having highest pH during the progress of reaction has got lowest reaction rate. This supports the 
generally accepted view on the influence of pH (inhibition of reaction rate) on NaBH4 self-hydrolysis 
kinetics.  
The effect of pH on NaBH4 self-hydrolysis reaction temperature is illustrated in Figure 10 (ac). As seen, 
irrespective of initial NaBH4 concentrations, a higher value of pH is obtained at higher temperature 
throughout the progress of reaction. Reaction rate increases with temperature and this implies increase in 
pH with reaction rate. This is against the generally accepted influence of pH on NaBH4 self-hydrolysis 
reaction kinetics where the rate is inhibited by pH. However, the observed increase in rate with increase 
in pH can be explained based on the change in solution viscosity. An increase in temperature reduces the 
solution viscosity, while enhancing the reaction rate by increasing the diffusion of reactant, intermediate 
and product molecules in the solution. This results in enhanced NaBH4 conversion and/or formation of 
metaborate by-products, which in turn increases the solution pH.   
The above explanation and/or interpretation holds true in the case of storage of NaBH4 solutions by 
stabilizing it with a base and also with the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of NaBH4 solutions. Li et al. [49] 
demonstrated the sudden increase in viscosity of the NaBH4 solutions with increase in pH by the addition 
of a base at various concentrations. Also, the continuous increase in temperature of the stabilized NaBH4 
solutions substantially promotes the self-hydrolysis reaction [14]. Kim et al. [50] using various organic 
acids found that not only the acidity (pH) but also the acid-type and chemical structure are important 
factor on hydrolysis of NaBH4. Akdim et al. [51] showed that acetic acid, which has weaker acidity than 
HCl is as efficient as HCl for hydrogen generation from NaBH4 using same acidNaBH4 ratio. It is worth 
mentioning that, for the same pH, higher reaction rate for acetic acid as opposed to hydrochloric acid has 
been reported for NaBH4 self-hydrolysis [39]. This could be due to the differences in viscosity caused by 
these acids, i.e. for the same pH, a solution in acetic acid might exhibit lower viscosity than for 
hydrochloric acid.  
6. Conclusions 
The NaBH4 self-hydrolysis kinetics is described by a model-based isoconversional method based on 
single-step kinetic approximation in a wide practical operating window of 1020 wt% NaBH4 solutions at 
2580 
0
C and 050% conversions. This approach has the potential to capture the change in reaction 
mechanism during the progress of reaction, as well as with temperature. The reaction mechanism is 
represented by a „reaction-order‟ model. The apparent activation energy and pre-exponential factor are 
interrelated through the kinetic compensation effect (KCE). It was found that: (1) apparent reaction order 
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is independent of extent of conversion at constant temperature and varies with temperature irrespective of 
extent of conversion, i.e. it decreases from first-order to 0.26 with increase in temperature from 25 to 80 
0
C; (2) apparent activation energy is conversion dependent and varies with extent of conversion, i.e. it 
increases from 65  11 to 162  2 kJ mol
-1
 with an increase in conversion from 050 %; and (3) there is a 
good agreement between model predicted and experimental performances.  
Even though an increase in pH inhibits the self-hydrolysis reaction rate, the earlier studies could not well 
explain the influence of pH on self-hydrolysis kinetics of concentrated solutions at elevated temperatures, 
where, despite an increase in pH, the reaction rate is high. The change in reaction order with temperature 
and variation of activation energy during the progress of reaction implies the influence of solution 
viscosity on hydrolysis kinetics. The decrease in reaction order with temperature is due to the difference 
in interaction between reactant molecules due to reduced solution viscosity. It is possible that the 
variation of the apparent activation energy with extent of conversion is associated with change in 
activation energy of flow due to variation in soluble solid contents during the progress of reaction in 
terms of depletion of NaBH4 and formation of metaborate by-products. 
The present work enables modeling of the self-hydrolysis process without much deeper insight into its 
mechanism. Better focused experimental and modeling studies to include the impact of increase in 
solution viscosity during the progress of the self-hydrolysis reaction is instrumental for the deeper insight 
into its mechanism. 
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       Duration           Final NaBH4 
           (hr)            conversion (%)                                             
25 
10 23.0    30  
15 24.0    27  




























Table 2. Estimated parameters for 0-50% conversions. 
 

























0.774±0.088                      
0.335±0.003                    
68.276±8.57                     
 -139.39±20.84                 
0.975±0.074 
0.456±0.013               
0.777±0.132                      0.776±0.110                          
0.336±0.011                      0.336±0.007                           
70.435±6.87                      69.86±7.72                              
-140.12±15.29                   -139.76±18.07 
         -                                    0.975±0.074 
0.433±0.027                      0.444±0.020                   
m (80 
0
C) 0.284±0.006     0.238±0.051                      0.261±0.029 
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Figure 6. Comparison of model predictions with measurements for 20% conversion at 
60 
0
C: (a) 10 wt% solution; (b) 15 wt% solution; (c) 20 wt% solution; markers -






































Figure 7. Comparison of model predictions with measurements for 50% conversion at 
60 
0
C: (a) 10 wt% solution; (b) 15 wt% solution; (c) 20 wt% solution; markers -






























































































Figure 9. Effects of pH on initial borohydride concentrations: (a) 60 
0
































































































Figure 10. Effects of pH on temperature: (a) 10 wt% solutions; (b) 15 wt% solutions; 
(c) 20 wt% solutions. 
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